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Book 

W hat’s better than a great book, 
especially a great book read deep 
in summer? There’s that familiar 

feeling of surrender when the book seizes 
you, and you pass wordless hours, as the 
sun—an unnoticed background character—
casts shadows across breeze-rippled pages 
dampened by lake water or the dew from a 
chilled glass of rosé. 

Tuck your phone—that busybody 
narrator—in a drawer, and give in to the 
splendour. During yet another year of tumult, 
it’s the best gift you can give yourself. 

AVA BELLOWS
author of All I Stole From You

“Sarah Priscus’s debut novel, 
Groupies, out this month, is 
fantastic. I was lucky enough 
to read it early and it has 
stayed with me ever since.”

LOUISA ONOMÉ 
author of Twice as Perfect

“On Rotation is fun, real and 
incredibly relatable, especially as a 
fellow child of immigrants. Shirlene 
is amazingly talented: an illustrator-
writer-doctor hybrid.”

CATHERINE McKENZIE
author of Please Join Us

“The Most Likely Club is a fun and 
funny exploration of what happens 
when you’re confronted with your 
high school ambitions.”

K.L. ARMSTRONG  
author of The Life She Had

“My current read—which 
I’m enjoying very much—is  
Simone St. James’s newest 
release, The Book of Cold 
Cases. It’s a dual-timeline/
dual-narrator mystery with 
just the right touch of the 
spooky stuff.”

clubCanadian authors 
share their summer 

read recos
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Get matchy with  
your personalized  
Galaxy Bespoke devices

T he key to a quick pick-me-up? If you’re nail artist Wendy Rorong, the 
answer is simple: a colourful mani. “I love colours, so seeing my fingers 
in colour instantly makes me so happy.” 

Luckily for Rorong (and our happy levels), multi-hued manis are in for 
this summer. Also trending? Matching your nail art to your tech. With the 
Samsung Galaxy Z Flip3 Bespoke Edition and Galaxy Watch4 Bespoke Edition, 
it’s easier to do than you think and so much fun. Read on for more of this 
season’s buzziest nail trends paired up with the ultra-customizable Galaxy 
Bespoke devices. Plus, Rorong shares her DIY mani tips! 

NAILED IT 

EMBRACING THE ECLECTIC  With more  
than 49 colour combos to choose from when you design 
your Galaxy Z Flip3 Bespoke Edition1, don't miss the  
opportunity to match your statement mani to your tech.  
“Basically, when you don’t want to commit to [one] design, 
just do all of them!” says Rorong. Pull your whole look 
together with the Galaxy Watch4 Bespoke Edition. With 
over 500 customization options2 , switch up the face, finish 
and strap3, so no matter what statement you’re making  
with your nails, it will be a well thought masterpiece.

TOTALLY TRIPPYGet 
confident in your nail-art prowess 
with a swirl mani’s fun and loose 
vibes. “It’s easy to do because it 
doesn’t require precision—the 
swirls can be random and each 
nail doesn’t have to look the 
same,” says Rorong. “Snapping 
a new selfie or filming your next 
nail art vlog can all be done 
hands-free with Flex Mode5 on the 
Galaxy Z Flip3 Bespoke Edition. Not 
only does it stand on its own, but it’s 
also foldable for excellent control.

Visit the Bespoke Studio, exclusively on  
Samsung.ca to learn more.

DOUBLE UP Single-hue French manis are so over. “Opt for a subtle 
colour combo—like a nude base with a royal blue tip for a polished look” says 
Rorong. Whether subtle or playful, show off your personality with colourful 
accessories to match your Galaxy Z Flip3 Bespoke Edition like ring cases4 and 
take advantage of the customization on the front cover screen (hot tip: add 
your own photos and GIFs!). With the Galaxy Watch4 Bespoke Edition, play 
around with tons of watch faces, wallpapers and widgets. Rock your next 
coffee run by showing off your new look *and* paying for your oat milk latte, 
all from your wrist. 
4Accessories sold separately.

 1 The Galaxy Z Flip3 Bespoke Edition can only be customized at 
purchase. A paid panel replacement service is available for the 
Galaxy Z Flip3 Bespoke Edition within the 1 year warranty period 
at select SEC only. 
2The number of combinations available may vary depending on 
the country or region in which the Galaxy Watch Design Studio 
is available.
3 Galaxy Watch4 strap options sold separately.

5The hinge hardware supports Flex mode at angles between 
75° and 115°. For your convenience, Flex mode can also be set to 

activate before or after 75° and 115°. It may be difficult to maintain 
Flex mode while moving due to shaking or other movement. It is 
recommended to keep the phone stationary while in Flex mode.




